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4.1 Efficient Electoral Competition

Since we want to focus on the ageny problem, we introduce the form of “rents” for politicians.

• The government budget constraint is

τy = g + r, (1)

where，y is average income and r rents that benefit politicians．

• r satisfies 0 ≤ r ≤ r̄.

We start out by assuming that r̄ = y.

• We write the objective function of candidate P as below.

E(vP ) = pP (R + γr) (2)

– Here, we assume that R is the (exogenous) ego-rents and r is (endogenous) rents.

– The parameter γ measures the transaction costs associated with rent appropriation.
We assume that 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1 and γ is given1).

– Otherwisem the economic model is the same as in ch.3.

We start with the same political model as in sec.3.3. That is, ...

• The income distribtution, F (·), is continuous.

– Candidates have no ideological attributes

– Candidates are identical in all respects.

• The timing of events is as follows:

1. Platforms, qA = (gA, rA) and qB = (gB , rB) are announced2).

∗E-mail; real@e01.mbox.media.kyoto-u.ac.jp
1)The determination of γ is important for the transparents of the budget or administrative procedures, but

they are not part of the analysis.
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2. Elections are held.

3. The winner’s platform is implemented.

We demonstrate how the voters evaluate the platforms.
Using (1), we can write down the policy preference of voter i as

W i(q) = (y − (g + r))
yi

y
+ H(g). (3)

−→ Though defined over two dimensions (g and r), these preferneces clearly satisfies the intermediate-
preference property 3).

Therefore we can write candidate A’s probability of winning as

pA =


0 (if Wm(qA) < Wm(qB))

1/2 (if Wm(qA) = Wm(qB))

1 (if Wm(qA) < Wm(qB)).

The voter with median income is still pivotal in the election.
So applying the argument as in sec.3.3, we conclude that the unique eqm. has

gA = gB = gm = H−1
g (ym/y)

rA = rB = rm = 0.

This claim (called “the Chicago school claim”) is clearly correct. Because the prize for winning
the elections keeps politicians honest, the eqm. is efficient from the view of the voters, that is,
the eqm. entails no waste.

4.2 Inefficient Electoral Competition

How positive equilibrium rents may remain in electoral competition?
−→ Return to the probablistic voting model in sec.3.4 4).
In this subsection, we additionally assume that

• For all j, φJ = φ: the distribution of voters’ ideological bias to be tha same in all groups,
making the number of swing boters identical.

So we can derive candidate A(s probability of winning as

pA =
1
2

+ ψ [W (gA, rA) − W (gB , rB)] , (4)

where W =
∑

J αJW J . All groups are equally attractive targets for the candidate.
Therefore, by symmetry, the both candidates face the same problem and choose the same

platform 5).
2)It is most realistic to think about the canidates announcing a platform with tax rate, as well as a level of

government spending. We will discuss more closely the assumption in sec.4.3.
3)The definition of the i-p property is referred to “Definition. 4” in chap.2.
4)Refer to Appendix.
5)By definition, pB = 1 − pA.
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−→ What platform do they choose?
Consider the FOC for gA,

∂E(vA)
∂gA

= (R + γrA)
∂pA

∂gA
= (R + γrA)ψWg(gA, rA) = 0. (5)

Spending on public goods is socially optimal, it satisfies Wg = 0, whatever the level of r 6).
Can we conjecture that optimality extends to rent extraction, that is, is the condition, E(vA)/rA =

0, (socially) optimal?
−→ Answer is No! Because we have

∂pA

∂rA
= ψWr = −ψ. (6)

Create the trade-off. But a marginal increase in rents does not imply discrete jump in the
probability of winning. Using (6), the FOC for rA, evaluated at qA = qB , is 7)

∂E(vA)
∂rA

= (R + γrA)
∂pA

∂rA
+ pAγ = −(R + γrA)ψ +

1
2
γ ≤ 0 (7)

and the complementary slackness condition for r is

rA ≥ 0. (8)

Thus equilibrium rents are

r = max
[
0,

1
2ψ

− R

γ

]
. (9)

The reason why rents are not always competed away is candidates are no longer perfect sub-
stitutes for all voters.

• Swing voters in each group consider the candidates perfect substitutes and punish a rent-
seeking candidate.

• Other voters do node because of their ideological preference.

We can get the following fact.

• The lower ψ is — that is, the more uncertain is the electoral outcome —, the larger is the
scope for rent-seeking.

• The lower is R, the higher is the endogenous rents.

• The lower is γ (transaction cost), the higher.

In this probabilistic voting model, equilibrium public goods are optimally provided. But
observed spending becomes higher than optimal.(= “inefficiency”)
−→ Associate between rents cum and inefficient government, ideological dispersion or electoral

instability.
With some entry barriers into politics, rents might not disappear, even if candidate identity

were to be endogenous determined.
6)Because we have Wgr = 0.
7)In following eq., the second equality exploits the fact that pA = 1/2 in equilibrium.
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4.3 Enforceability, Verifiability and Observability

So far in this chapter, we have assumed that candidates can make binding commitments to
electoral platforms.

But in this section, we illustrate how postelection discretion may arise and its implications for
policy.

Here we assume that

• The income distribution is degenerate, with yi = y for all i.

• The two candidates have no ideological attributes and are identical in all respects.

• We introduce a random variable, θ.

This means the cost of transforming private output into public goods. So the government
budget constraint can be written as

τy = θg + r. (10)

A higher value of θ means that public goods have become more costly.

The new sequence of events is as follows:

1. Candidates announce their platforms.

2. Elections are held.

3. θ is realized.

4. The winner sets policy.

Obviously, the efficient supply of public goods

g∗(θ) ≡ H−1
g (θ) (11)

is decresing in θ.
We assume that

• parameters are such that the associated level of efficient taxes

τ∗(θ) =
θg∗(θ)

y
(12)

is incresing in θ.

• θ can take on only two values s.t. θ ∈ [θ, θ̄].

4.3.1 Enforceable and Verifiable Promises

Consider the case in which the “independent and benevolent judiciary” is available.
That is, suppose that a politician who attempts to break his campaign promises can be stopped,

provided that the promises are verifiable. To begin with, suppose that θ is not only observation
but also verifiable.
−→ candidates can make binding commitments to [gP (θ), rP (θ)].
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• Candidates solve
max E(vP (θ)) = pP (θ)(R + γrP (θ)). (13)

• Voters prefer the candidate whose platform gives them the highest expected utility, Eθ[W (g(θ), r(θ); θ)].

Therefore, candidate A’s probability of winning is

pA =


0 if Eθ[W (gA(θ), rA(θ); θ)]) < Eθ[W (gB(θ), rB(θ); θ)]

1/2 if Eθ[W (gA(θ), rA(θ); θ)]) = Eθ[W (gB(θ), rB(θ); θ)]

1 if Eθ[W (gA(θ), rA(θ); θ)]) > Eθ[W (gB(θ), rB(θ); θ)]

(14)

Given this probability and pB = 1 − pA, as in sec.3.2, the outcome must be optimal with

gA(θ) = gB(θ) = g∗(θ) (15)

rA(θ) = rB(θ) = 0. (16)

−→ Each candidates can offer the voters a “complete enforceable contract”.
The conbination of enforceability, verificability, electoral competition is sufficient to ensure

implementation of the efficient state-contingent policy.

4.3.2 Enforceable Nonverifiable Promises

The state θ is nonverifiable, even though observable to the voters and the judiciary.
−→ make it impossible to enforce state-contingent platforms. So

• Verifiable platforms have to take the form of a non-state-contingent platform [gP , τP ].

• If we replace state-contingent platforms with simple platform, pA is given by

pA =


0 if Eθ[W (gA, τA]) < Eθ[W (gB , τB)]

1/2 if Eθ[W (gA, τA]) = Eθ[W (gB , τB)]

1 if Eθ[W (gA, τA)]) > Eθ[W (gB , τB)]

(17)

• The winner can always claim that

– public goods are expensive, θ = θ̄

– as the expensive state is associated with higher taxes τ and lower spending g.

−→ He can pocket the difference in the form of rents.

From this argument, competition between the candidates in credible policy promises indeed leads
them to converge to platforms with precisely that property:

gA = gB = g∗(θ̄) (18)

τA = τB = θ̄g∗(θ̄)/y. (19)

• Equilibrium policy eliminates rents in the expensive state, r(θ̄) = 0.
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• The elected candidate captures the difference as rents for himself,

r(θ) = (θ̄ − θ)g∗(θ̄). (20)

The normative implications are clear.

• In “incomplete contracts” with the voters, delegating decision making to elected represen-
tatives means giving up real decision-making power.

• Public activities, the costs of which are hard to verify or describe, leave more scope for
rent seeking .

• The scope for rent seeking is larger for a larger range of uncertainty regarding θ.

4.3.3 Nonenforceable Promises

We abandon the strong assumption that any ex post verifiable promises by politicians can
indeed be enforced.

If no outside enforcement (or other checks and balances) is present, preelection policy promises
have no credibility and any elected candidate follows a “Leviathan policy”:

g(θ) = 0, τ(θ) = 1, r(θ) = y. (21)

An obvious counterargument:
A politician who engaged in such diversive behavior would completely ruin his reputation and

never be reelected 8).
−→ This, “never reelected”, implies that must mean that citizens vote not in a forward-looking,

but in a backward-looking way. But we ’ve forced them to look forward by the timing assumed
in the policy game.

An alternative modeling assumption, necessary to make sense of the reputational argument,
would be to study repeated, perhaps infinitely repeated, elections.

4.4 Electoral Accountability

4.4.1 Rents from Incumbent Power

We assume nonenforcement (or nonverifiability), along the lines of the last subsection.
Specifically, suppose that

1. θ is realized and observed by everybody9).

2. Voters set a reservation utility for reelecting the incumbent.

3. The incumbent policymaker freely sets policy, qI .

4. Elections are held in which the voters choose between the incumbent and an opponent.

8)The same critipue may be levied against the equilibrium under nonverifiability to the extent that voters
observe θ.
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5. The opponent running against the incumbent is identical in all respects from the viewpoint
of voters.

Thus the only reason for not reappointing the incumbent is to punish him ex post, and it
is optimal for the voters to carry out this punishment.

• A reformulation of the incumbent’s objective:

E(vI) = γr + pIR, (22)

for the different timing requiring.

• At stake in the election are future rents, R.

This should now be interpreted as the expected present value of holding office from the
next period and on.

• The voters coodinate on the same retrospective voting strategy. pI is as follows:

pI =

1 (if W (g(θ), r(θ)) ≥ $(θ))

0 (otherwise).
(23)

Here the voters’ reservation utility $(θ) is conditioned on the realized (observable) state.

This voting strategy creates a trade-off for the incumbent.

• Case1 : Pleasing the voters to earn reelection.

Solve the following problem:

max r(θ) s.t. W (g(θ), r(θ)) ≥ $(θ). (24)

We solve above pb. and the optimally chosen rents become

r(θ) = y − $(θ) + H(g∗(θ)) − θg∗(θ). (25)

Here the incumbent satisfies W (g(θ), r(θ)) = $(θ).

• Case2 : Foregoing reelection.

The best policy is “Leviathan policy”, τ(θ) = 1, g(θ) = 0, r(θ) = y.

Therefore the incumbent prefers pleasing the voters if

γr(θ) + R ≥ γy. (26)

And the voter’s best strategy implies rents given by

r(θ) = max
[
0, y − R

γ

]
≡ r∗ (27)

9)We now allow for a continuous realization of θ.
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for all realizations of θ. Suppose that giving up r∗ leaves enough revenue for the optimal supply
of public goods in every state θ, specifically,

θg∗(θ) ≤ R

γ
, for all θ. (28)

To ahieve this lebel of equilibrium, the voters’ reservation utility must be

$(θ) = y − θg∗(θ) + H(g∗(θ)) − r∗. (29)

−→ Voters obtain the optimal lebel of public goods in every period, but they have to give up
some rents.

4.4.2 Rents from Asymmetric Information

4.5 Career Concerns

4.5.1 A Simplified Two-Period Model

4.5.2 Electoral Cycles

4.6 Discussion

4.7 Notes on the Literature

Appendix

A The setting of the probablistic voting model in sec.3.4

We assume that

• The income distribution, F (αi), is discrete among three groups J = R,M,P .

• Everyone in group J has the same income yJ , with yR > yM > yP .

• The population share of the group J is αJ , with
∑

J αJ = 1.

• The average income y is y =
∑

J αJyJ .

• Voter i in group J prefers candidate A if

QJ(qA) > W J(qB) + σiJ + δ. (30)

– σiJ is indiviual-specific parameter, measuring i’s individual ideological bias toward
candidate B.

We assume that this parameter has group-specific uniform distributions on[
− 1

2φJ
,

1
2φJ

]
.

– δ is measures the average (relative) popularity of candidate B.

This parameter also has uniform distributions on[
− 1

2ψ
,

1
2ψ

]
.
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